Perovskite Photovoltaic Integrated CdS/TiO2 Photoanode for Unbiased Photoelectrochemical Hydrogen Generation.
Photoelectrolysis of water using solar energy into storable and environment-friendly chemical fuel in the form of hydrogen provides a potential solution to address the environmental concerns and fulfill future energy requirements in a sustainable manner. Achieving efficient and spontaneous hydrogen evolution in water using solar light as the only energy input is a highly desirable but a difficult target. In this work, we report perovskite solar cell integrated CdS-based photoanode for unbiased photoelectrochemical hydrogen evolution. An integrated tandem device consisting of mesoporous CdS/TiO2 photoanode paired with a triple-cation perovskite (Cs0.05(MA0.17FA0.83)0.95Pb(I0.83Br0.17)3) solar cell is developed via a facile fabrication route. The proposed photovoltaic integrated photoanode presents an efficient tandem configuration with high optical transparency to long-wavelength photons and strong photoelectrochemical conversions from short-wavelength photons. On the basis of this integrated tandem device, an unbiased photocurrent density of 7.8 mA/cm2 is demonstrated under AM1.5G illumination.